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HEART MOUNTAIN:
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2 Cents Within City 5 Cents Elsewhere

Park County Shivering' Handful Witness
Favorable Trend Seen
of New Flagpole
In National Publicity
Leaves Ban Dedication
The snow-laden north wind swept over the little
company standing before the tall new flagpole; the
In Effect
snow greyed their hair and clung in little wet patches On Evacuee Problems
to their coats as they stood shivering in the slush un-

Problems of America's exiles with Japanese faces
Pending clarification of;derf00t.
j1
the attitude of officials in! At the foot of the flagpole The snow had stopped. There continued to make news of nation-wide importance
Powell and Cody, further | the Boy Scout drum and bugle was a tiny patch of blue above this week, but developments on the whole were more
authorization, seasonal and corps played earnestly, bare- where the sky tried to break J favorable.
In Washington, according to press dispatches, Wyoindefinite leaves to Park headed and in shirt sleeves, and j through the overcast, and the

ming's governor Lester C. Hunt,
County will not be* issued, Guy i the wind lifted the bugles' blare,' bugles sang out the clear' notes
in a letter told the Senate mili
Robertson, project director, an- the booming of the drums and of "To the Colors". Suddenly
Evacuees Helped tary affairs committee that evanounced this week.
i the crashing of the cymbals, and the wind caught the flag and it
He emphasized, however, that flung the militant and stirring fluttered out, whipping proudly
Save $2,000,000 '• cuees here had given civilian
i officials "no trouble and very
evacuees already in Park County j dissonance like thunder over the from the halyard, the white and
In Montana Beets ! little concern."
red and blue rippling against the
on seasonal or indefinite leaves prairie.
Evacuees from the various
are not affected, and may re-!
Presently, at a sharp corn- patch of sky.
Governor Hunt suggested that
That was how Heart Moun relocation centers helped save loyal nisei be inducted into the
main at their places of employ- mand, two scouts marched
front and center, the most tain's new flagpole in the ad $2,000,000 worth of sugar beets Army through selective service,
ment if they desire.
Reports from Powell indicate beautiful of flags between ministration area was dedicated last fall in harvesting 16,000 that loyal evacuees not suitable
that the community is sharply them. Their fingers were stiff j Tuesday this week. To the bare acres in Montana, according for military service be given jobs
J. P. Brennan of the USES most adaptable to their exper
divided over the town council's with the cold, and for a mo headed handful that stood in
in
Helena. Brennan visited ience, and that the disloyal
,
the
slush
to
salute
their
flag,
ment
they
fumbled
with
the
and Mayor Ora Bever's resolu
the center this week in search among the evacuees be placed
tion restricting entry of evacuees. halyard. Then slowly, the flag ; it wasn't just the cold that
i brought the tears to their eyes. of men to work on Montana in concentration camps.
The Powell club has invited Joe climbed the pole.
farms.
These suggestions were similar
Carroll, employment chief here,
At the peak of the season to recommendations made by the
to meet with them Monday and
1943 evacuees were working in Senate military affairs com
explain the WRA's position.
all parts of Montana, Brennan mittee, largely on the findings
In Cody, however,^it was re
said, and they earned approx of a sub-committee headed by
ported that things had "quieted
imately $240,000 for their labor, Senator Chandler of Kentucky.
down" and "nothing was being
or an average of $125 each.
Despite
unfavorable
publicity
developing
in
some
Senator Chandler strongly urg
said" about the resolution after
Brennan pointed out that ed abandonment of WRA centhe first flurry of interest, and j quarters against the evacuees, a total of 424 Heart
in the case of some merchants, Mountain residents left the center within the last 30; not all the evacuees followed ; ters.
indignation over the resolution. d a y s , i t w a s r e v e a l e d y e s t e r d a y b y E d N a k a n o o f t h e j the crop through from plant
Governor Hunt was quoted
Meanwhile it was indicated in leaves office, figures show that between April 15 and| ing to harvest, but most of
as saying: "I definitely feel
them
in
doing
pulling
and
some sources that the town May 14 "'•elusive._ 182 jjersons ;
that it is an obligation of
—<)4pp4s>g -werk in the fell -as
councils and mayors of Cody left on seasonal jobs and 219 LaViolette, Nisei
the United States government
sured that the beets would be
and Powell are planning to hold on indefinite permits, while 25 j
eventually to return all eva
available
for
the
mills.
another meeting, inviting Robert u. s. Army volunteers of the Problems Expert,
cuees, at government expense,
son to attend, and reconsider first contingent swell the total jj^
to their original homes." It
Center
Staff
their resolution passed May 3.
will be recalled that Rep.
The largest smgle day's total
Nothing definite has been re was 67 when 44 workers and 25
Anderson of California said
A long-time friend of the
ported however.
the people of the state would
Army volunteers left Monday, ;nisei, Dr. Forrest LaViolette,
not stand for return of the
May 17. More than 1100 Heart .was added to»the administration
evacuees under any circum
Mountain residents have now j staff this week as community
Close cooperation between the stances.
left the center on seasonal orj analyst. Dr. LaViolette arrived
social welfare and police depart
Senator Chandler
revealed
indefinite leaves.
j here yesterday after obtaining
ments was noted by Willard E. some of the findings of his
Meanwhile, figures complete . a leave of absence from McSchmidt, national WRA chief of gr0Upj among them a letter from
According to reports reaching up to April 15 made available ! Gill University in Quebec, Can- internal security, during his in- Assistant Secretary of War Mcada,
where
he
was
assistant
pro
here
this
week
indicate
that
the center late this week, eight
spection tour of this center.
cloy stating that the War Deof the Heart Mountain volun almost 7000 evacuees left the fessor of sociology.
On Friday he conferred with part,ment -would not oppose re10
WKA
centers
on
indefinite,
teers taking physical examina
Dr. LaViolette went to McGill Fred Graves, new internal se- turn to Pacific coast areas of
tions at Port Warren were ac seasonal and short terms [University three years ago after curity head who arrived here on Specjai categories of evacuees,
cepted for unlimited service. leaves.
,
. ,, ,, , ... [teaching for four years at the the previous evening from Gila sucb as wives and children of
Minidoka topped the list with : Uniy
in
of
Washington
Some were approved for limited
relocation center.
nisei soldiers in the Army, but
service, some rejected, and five 1167 leaves absences, followed by; Seattie where he was well-known
"Rosie" Matsui, police chief, believe any general resettlement
Granada with 998, Tule Lake in nisei circles. He has made a
were to undergo re-examination 97i
met with Schmidt and Graves jbere f the present would be
' a"d Heart Mountain fourth study of nisei problems and is to establish a standard record <>unwiseor
»
late this week.
Standards were declared to be
i t h e a u t h o r o f a n u m b e r o f p u b - procedure required of all WRA
Meanwhile
the
Associated
unusually rigorous, and accord- < A break-down of these figures , lications Qn tWs subject
projects. Schmidt was former; press carried a story released
shows
that
2880
are
out
on
seai
ing to the reports, it was in-:
„„
chief of internal security of by the OWI stating "after neardicated to some of those rejected! sonal_ from the *> centers 816
Manzanar.
jy a year behind barbed wire,
that they could expect to pass on short term, and 3252 on in- Student Relocation
—
thousands of American citizens
|
definite
leaves.
Minidoka
also;
the regular examinations given
Farm Machinery
i of Japanese descent are being
leads the indefinite rankings j Officer Appointed
draftees
systematically moved int0 es"
wi
h
593
of
A
ril
15
Gra
No
departure
date has been
',
^ , ...
P . ." i: •*-Peggy
Fujioka
il
u
UCJJal
bUl V/
tiuvv
V'&fe J *
ujiuivm was named stu- Measure Completed i
„
,
, sential jobs, some even into war
set yet for the next contingent. nada is second with 389, Man- denj. reiocation officer by the
Concurring in senate amend- .
'
zanar third with 381 and Heart relocation committee of the co ments, the California assembly Production industries."
Mountain fourth with 367.
s*oiy outlined the resetordinating council at its meet last week completed enactment
3 Caucasian Staff
The largest number on in ing Thursday, May 13.
She of the Lowrey bill authorizing tlement program, and declared
leaves have relocated will counsel high school seniors the state to take possession of "re-settlement in private emMembers In Army definite
m Illinois where there are 742. who desire to g0 on to colleges
Japanese-owned and other idle ployment in normal communities
Lawrence Keiss of the en Of these 531 are in Chicago.
! , ,
.
. ,
farm machinery by condemna- , is the ultimate objective of the
be
gineering and maintenance divi
Colorado is second with 631,
Perl0ds
tion and payment.
WRA."
sion, and Robert Farmer, Eng of whom 292 are in Denver, scheduled in the near future.
lish and social science instruc Other states having more than j
tor of the local high school, are 100 are: Idaho 348, Utah 286,
joining the Army while Rex Minnesota 222, Wyoming 185,
Stanton, senior plumbing fore Michigan 150, Nebraska 109 and
head of the transportation and
A drastic reduction of the use ertson said.
man, who has seen lengthy Ohio 104.
Transportation for workers will supply division. Drivers will be
of motor transportation, effec
Army service, joined the naval
Arranged by areas, the num
no longer be provided, except provided with the cars for use
construction battalion, popularly ber of evacuees on indefinite tive Monday, May 17, was an to and from mess halls at lunch within the project. For needed
known as the Ceebee's.
leave are: Pacific states 142; nounced yesterday by Project for e-vacuees employed in the outside trips cars will be provided
Farmer, who has been reject Mountain states 1566; South Director Guy Robertson as a re warehouse area only.
and will leave from the admin
ed previously because of an ear Central states 113; North Cen sult of the visit here of Lt.-Col.
The restrictions will be en istration building. If the des
ailment had been journeying tral states 1615; Middle Atlantic L. E. Fiero, U. S. Army liaison forced in compliance with the tination is Cody or Powell the
officer on transportation.
into Billings every week for states 115; New England 11.
government and Army conserva cars are to be parked in a de
treatments, and was informed
As of April 28, 7600 leave
All passenger cars as well as tion of tires and gasoline, Rob signated garage as soon as the
this week of his acceptance.
clearances had been granted. trucks will be dispatched on a ertson said.
town is reached.
It was learned that Adeline
About 63,000 forms filled in trip basis from a central motor
Requests for passenger car
Requests for trucks will be
Story, high school mathematics the recent registration have pool, and only necessary trans transportation will be made by made as previously to Charles
teacher, enlisted in the Waves. reached Washington.
portation will be provided, Rob division heads to Everett Lane, Ritchie of the motor pool.

424 Leave Center in Month
As Project Exodus Speeded

Army Accepts
8 Volunteers

WRA Aid Here
On Inspection

iiuu

New Restriction Slashes Motor Car Use

TWO
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HEART MOUNTAIN SENTINEL

With The
Churches

Heart Mountain to Send Four
Delegates to Buddhist Parley

Vfsitors

28 Boy Scouts
CIVILIANS — Masako Mary Receive Awards
Yamada, New York City; Tom

Resettlement and the future i free zone chapters. Special re- and Lily Imaizumi, Idaho Falls, At the second court of honor
held by the Heart Mountain
Community Christian Church of the Buddhist religion in the ports will be heard from the naIdaho!
Stanley Sagara, Vale, i district Boy Scouts of America,
6 a.m., prayer meeting at 1- United States will be the main j tional body, relocation centers!
Ore.; Harry Matsumoto, Man- jvrits Kodama and Junichi Asa26, 9-26, 22-26; 9 a.m., Sunday topics of discussion at the na- J and free zones on May 20.
schools for beginners-intermedi tional emergency conference of! Relocation center churches, zanar; Soby Yamamoto, Kimi kura were presented the fiveAkira
ates at 8-25, 9-26, 28-25, 28-26; the YBA which will convene at | their problems and policies will Yamamoto, Kazumi Kasuga, Pos-; year veterans ward.
for seniors and young people at Salt Lake City from May 20-23. j be discussed on May 21, while ton, Ariz.; Henry K. Ota, jAsakura received the first class
22-26; 9:30 a.m., issei Sunday Heart Mountain YBA will send discussion on organizational pro- 1! Amache, Colo.; Takejiro Kawa- . award, while 25 scouts were
school at 25-26; 10:15 a.m., four delegates as will other re- i blems is' planned for May 22. guchi, Ben Kubo, Meridan; Ku-j awarded second class and merit
youth church at 22-26, Rev. D. location centers. Tentatively se- The Anal day's program will be mazo Ambo, Worland; Mr. and' badges.
Toriumi, preacher; 10:30 a.m., lected to make the trip are the devoted to services and enter- Mrs. Frank I. Kinomoto, Denver; j Ed Matsuda newly-appointed
Arthur Suzuki, Newman Lake, I district chairman, presided over
issei church at 9-26, Rev. S. Sa- Rev. Masao Kubose, Noboru tainment.
To discuss the conference, the Wash.
no, preacher; at 25-26, Rev. Y. Ishitani, Kiyono Wakai, andj
j the court of honor. The guest
Osuga, preacher; 11:05 a.m., George Sato. The local delegates; Heart Mountain YBA will meet SERVICE MEN — Pfc. Daniel; speaker was the Rev. Donald
7;
adult English church at 22-26, are scheduled to leave Tuesday, i 30 p. m. tomorrow night at 17- Nishita, Pfc. Johnny Sakamoto,! Toriumi. Abe Oyamada acted as
j 25S. Tomio Miyahara, president, Fort Bliss, Tex.; Sgt. Tadashi; clerk of the court, and Paul
Mrs. Anna Van Kirk, chief May 18.
Yokogawa, Fort Riley, Kan.; Cpl. j Oyamada, herald.
nurse, speaker; 2 p.m., women's Each center has been asked to will be in charge.
Kazuyoshi Yamano, Fort Robin-: As part of the evening's enmonthly meeting at 25-26; 7:30 prepare a complete report on the
son, Neb.; Robert Shindo, Camp tertainment, moving pictures of
p. m., issei evening service at history of its church and affi
Barkley, Tex.; Sgt. Masao Hiro, troop camping and the Phil9-26, Rev. K. Unoura, preacher; I liated organizations. All publi
Camp Croiyder, Mo.; Pvt. Don mont scout ranch in New Mexico
at 25-26, Rev. K. Tsuchiya, cations and religious material is
Alice
Fukiko
Tanimoto,
Jack
were shown.
preacher; 7:30 p.m., college of sued by the centers will be on Koji Tanimoto, Dubose; John Kawasawa, Fort Sill, Okla.
lif£ at 22-26, M. O. Anderson, display at the Salt Lake Bud Awamoto, Sakai Yamamoto, CoMarlin T. Kurtz and Lundchief of community services, dhist church.
zad, Neb.; Yoshio Ise, Rikio Sa Nakamura, Hideto Nishimoto, gren T. Main were honor guests.
The
first
three
days
of
the
speaker.
Kazuo Nishida, Kiyoji Shiba, ] The affair was attended by 400
conference will be open to of to, Preston, Idaho; Hiroshi Abe, imm
persons.
Maryknoll Catholic Church
Elk,
Wash.;
Takeo
Fukuda,
OgJ
y Inouye, Myers, Mont.
ficial delegates and officers or
den, Utah; Esther Okuda, Wor
9 a.m., mass at 15-26 with
land; Kenji Seo, Detroit, Mich.;
Father Harold Felsecker m
Mie Aileen Seo, St. Paul, Minn.;
charge. 10 a. m., young people's Books Sent Here
j Masuo Mitamura, Frank Matsustudy group. 2 p. m„ Sunday
Thank You
By Boston Library j uchi, Hisaye Nakajima, Raymond:
school for children.
A wide assortment of books,, t. Yamada, Toshio Hoshide.'
May 19, 7 p. m., choir practice
mostly ^no v e l s , ^ was received aticamp Savage, Minn.; Kiyoshij
We would like to take this means to ex
at 15-26.
the center library from the Nakajima, Cleveland, Ohio; John;
press
our gratitude and appreciation to our
Seventh-Day Adventist Church Boston Public Library, Mrs
Nagasawa, Grouse Mountain,
friends and the agricultural staff members for
All meetings and service at Helen Frost, librarian, disclos Utah; Charles I. Inouye, Philip
25-26. May 15, 9:15 a.m., Sab ed.
their recent kindnesses.
| Matsumura, Ed Y. Mitarai, Milbath school; 10:45 a.m., church Nine latest best sellers, "Pile- ; ford, HI.; Yuriko Sekiguchi, Win-]
service with Pastor K. Nozaki buck" by John and Ward Haw netka, HI.; William I. Okamoto,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kiyomura
presiding; 2 p.m., YPMV society kins, "Firedrake" by A. D. Di Mary Lucy Nakamura, Arthur
15-5-A
meeting; 2:30 p.m., adults' Bible vine, World Without End" by j Kanada, Shinnosuke Takemoto,
study; 8:15 p.m., business meet Gilbert Frankau, "Excuse Me Blanche Yae Nakamura, Lois
ing.
Mrs. Meigs" by Elizabeth Cor- Kazuko Kimura, Chicago; KazuFrom Bey- ko Iwamoto, Yoshio Mizuo, Bill- l^WWWWWWWWHMMMHWWWMWWWWMHMMW?
May 18, 7:30 p.m., prayer bett, "Last Boat "
meeting, adults and young peo mouth" by Royce Brier, "Cap- ings, Mont.; Sachi Tamaki, New]
ple. May 21, 8:15 p.m., young ricornea" by Herbert Xavier, York City; Miyeko Mishima, Ai-!
people's Bible study.
"Chico Goes to War" by David ko Okazaki, Cheyenne; Kitaroi
Heart Mt. Buddhist Church Ormsbee, and five new detective Mayeda, Ryutaro Yamashita, Hisf.orip.q were purchase^ recently^
TqI-A-'- :ty|q TVTpco
~ -3 - * 1
filay it>, & a. m., Sunuay schoc? by the library.
Sam
Miki,
Samuel
S.
Mini,
Se- £
at 14-25, 17-25, 17-26; 10:30 a.m.,
young people's service at 17-25, In the second inter-center con tsuko Miki, Fusaye Sakurai, Su-j
mizo Sakurai, Anaconda, Mont.;
Rev. M. Kubose; 2 p.m., general
Sunday service at 14-25, Rev. T. test, the Jerome high school George Minatani, idaname KaTsuruyama; at 17-25, Rev. K. cagers routed the invading Roh- wamura, Billings, Mont.; George
Izuhara; 7:30 p.m., young peo wer prep hoopsters 39-30 on the Maye, Kikue Maye, Huntley,
Mont.; Fred Yasunaga, Minoru
ple fellowship at 17-26, Kaoru victors' court.
Inouye, chairman.
Week-day Activities
Tonight, 7:30 p.m., general
Family Pack
Reg. 25c — 20c
board meeting at 17-25. May 17,
(50 sheets & 50 envelopes)
2 p.m., ministers' meeting at 620-A. May 19, 7:30 p.m., mid
Fairfield
Reg. 10c—3-25c
week service at 17-25, Rev. K.
(10 sheets & 10 envelopes)
Izuhara.

Leaves

/ SALE
>

Starts MONDAY

ONE WEEK ONLY! MAY 17 - 22

STATIONERY

Our Many Thanks

To the Administration Staff

|Spruce U p
for Spring

and Heart Mountain Residents

V-Mail —
Hiawatha Air Mail

Reg. 25c — 20c
Reg. 44c — 39c

(72 sheets & 24 envelopes)

Thank you for your support and aid in
making our Judo Tournament a success.

CREPE PAPER
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Plan YWCA Conference
G)ith National Leaders

GO/iBfH6 i!lf

Welcoming news of the pro call for a conference for Girl
posed visit of Esther Briesemeis- Reserves and other high school
Bidding adieu to
. . . members of Clippers and 21 ter and Kimiko Mukaye, nation girls on Saturday morning with
Juniors who are leaving the al YWCA leaders, Musa de- a similar confereiice for the old
center soon, the Hi-Jinx spon ] Mouth, Billings YWCA secretary, er girls in the afternoon. Dis
sored a weenie bake last Sun j and several members of her cussions on relocation and re
day. Frank Shimada, an Army public relations committee next settlement will be led by the
volunteer, was a special guest. week-end, the Heart Mountain Billings YWCA representatives.
With Yaeko Iko as chairman, YWCA is planning a one-day The conference will climax
with a mass initiation ceremony
the evening's activities included conference on May 22.
a scavenger hunt and singspira- Plans for their visit from May in the evening with Mrs. To
tion around a campfire.
21 to 23 is being outlined by riumi, former Girl Reserves sec
*
»
*
the public relations committee retary in Los Angeles, in charge.
Prior to her
of the "Y" with the girls' clubs New members will formally be Services for the USO and rec
. . . departure for Detroit where staff. At the first meeting of come part of the YWCA while ognition of two clubs have been
she will join her husband, Mrs. this group held Tuesday the fol older members will renew their announced as activities for May
Jack Sato, nee Mary Tawara, lowing committee chairmen were ties with the organization.
by the Rho girls' clubs, accord
was honored at a farewell get- appointed by Louise Suski: con- The Yj^CA advisory board and ing to Lily Takeda, newly ap
together held by the Cosmos- ] ference program, Florence Abe; members of the girls' club staff pointed supervisor of this group.
Rhos held at the home Tetsuko initiation, Sophie Toriumi; hous will hold conferences with Misses
Pimpernels were in charge of
Okida.
ing, Doris Hoshide and reception, Briesemeister and Mukaye as
• « »
well as the Billings "Y" repre
Ruth Hashimoto.
Honoring several
Children's Home
! Tentative plans for the day sentatives.
. . . volunteers to the armed
Head Visits Here
forces, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Suski
held an informal party at their Church Choirs Hold Recording Slated
Interested in the welfare of
apartment on Sunday evening. Weekly Practices
For Music Program children, especially those who
Among the guests were Tom
An all-recorded program has are underprivileged, Harry Ma
Arai and Ben Kamada who left Choir practice for Maryknoll been announced for this week's
for Fort Warren the following Catholic church members is Sunday Music Hour scheduled tsumoto, director of the Japa
morning, Frank Shimada, Ted scheduled 7 p.m. every Wednes for 3 p. m. at 22-26N. Three or nese Children's Home of Los
Angeles which is now located at
Tani and Fred Yamamoto who day with Mrs. Robert Kuwahara chestrations will be presented,
are awaiting their call, and John as organist. The singers prac "Grand Canyon Suite" (Grofe) Manzanar relocation center, was
a visitor at Heart Mountain over
Kitasako and Frank Kumamoto. tice various hymns as well as by Andre Kostelanetz and his
music for high mass which is j orchestra, "Symphony No. 9 in the week-end.
Matsumoto held conferences
Mrs. Beth Snow arrived Wed scheduled for Pentecost Sunday . C Major" (Schubert) by Fred
with Virgil Payne, social wel
nesday to take over duties as on June 6.
erick Stock and the Chicago.
secretary to Jerry Housel, pro All young people interested in Symphony orchestra and "Invi- fare department head and other
ject attorney. She is the daugh siiging with the choir are in : tation to the Dance" (Weber) staff members, discussing the
work among children whose par
ter of Douglas M. Todd, assist
by Stokowski and the Philadel ents are interned. At Manzanar
vited to attend practices.
ant project director.
phia Symphony orchestra.
Matsumoto has 67 children un
Other numbers include solos der his care at the famous chilby Feodor Chaliapin, bass, and drens' village.
••
••
i Sofia del Campo, soprano while
••
He ieft Tuesday for Salt Lake
; two Chopin numbers, "Etude in
City to join Mrs. Matsumoto.
skits. Mary Wada, Nobuko Oka- A Flat Major" and "Waltz in C
Hosokawa to Speak
• His C«per.iences.jn ,jjjg Far rivo, Tokiko Toda, June. "FAljiglQtg. Sharp Minor" will be heard with
East will be related by Bill Ho and Sayuki fviatsui are in charge AllreclTlbrto^T'pianist.'" These' re -' Flan Exhibits'
| cordings are loaned by Hiro Tosokawa, Sentinel editor, at a of refreshments.
1 kushige and the educational de In San Jose
* » »
joint meeting of Alpha Victory
partment.
club and Jackrabbits to be held Reunion Planned
Handicraft, sketches, drawings,
tomorrow evening from 7 p.m. Broncos' social, planned for to I
paintings and other works by
at 24-26S. Hisaye Hongo will be night at 21-27, will also mark Club Girls Enjoy
evacuees will be exhibited by
in charge of the meeting while a reunion for Oliver cjubs of
the Students Christian associa
Kim Inouye, president of Vic Los Angeles. Invitations have Talented Dancer
tion of San Jose State college.
Heart-teenans and their mo The exhibit is expected to be
tories, will introduce the speaker. been extended to former mem
bers of Oliver Juniors, Midgets, thers had a rare treat in be shown from three to four
* * *
Broncos, Mustangs and Cubs to ing entertained by Yo Magara, months.
Hi-Jinx Fete Mothers
Honoring their mothers, the this social. It will mark the first talented young dancer, at a Mo- The SCA previously sponsored
Hi-Jinx girls' club will hold a reunion of the Oliver clubs in ] ther's Day tea on Sunday after exhibits in the college library
noon. Her sister, Kana, present- and city YWCA and will also
tea this afternoon at 15-26. Mi- two years. ^ » »
i ed a comic dance,
display the work in the city
yoko Kakuda is chairman, while
j
Greetings were extended by library. The regional commit
Sumi Hashimoto is in charge of Kiowas Hold Dance
Inviting Faicoms as guests, Sadako Mitamura, president, and tee for Japanese-American Stu
the Kiowas held a May dance Louise Suski, adviser. Amy Aki- dents, which is part of the "Y",
recently in block 12. Dave Na zuki and Mae Shinagawa were is planning a series of similar
kamura, newly elected vice-pres in charge of games while Amy exhibits throughout California.
was refreshments chairEAT A CONE! ident of the Kiowas, was emcee ; Ishigaki
man.
for the evening.

Rho Clubs Donate Their
Time to USO Services

Parade

Heart Mountain Judo School
Judo Yudanshakai

Judo Koenkai

Dennison's Best Quality

Special 4-39c

Brunswick's Crepe Paper
Thistle's Crepe Paper

Special 4-30c
Special 4-30c

(Regular 10c each)

INTERIOR
DECORATIONS
and Finishing
KEM-TONE
New Miracle-Tone Finish
MURESCO - KALSOMINE
HARDWARE SUPPLIES
WALL BOARD

HOME LUMBER CO.

Powell, Wyo.
Phone 73
Drop in when in Powell
and see our stock. Mail
orders promptly filled. De
livery to ypur door on
reasonably large orders.

Thinning has started this week!
Most crops will be ready on May 2025th—and workers are needed to do
this vital work on the home front.
A few selected contracts are avail
able for families or groups of work
ers. Go to the Employment office
at the Administration Bldg.

VANILLA

(by the carton only)
Paul Jones, Reg. 2 pkg. 23c, per cart. $1.09
Avalon, Reg. 12c pkg.
per cart. $1.09
Beechnut, Reg. 12c pkg
per cart. $1.09
Fatima, Reg. 15c pkg.
per cart. $1.35
Raleigh, Reg. 14c pkg.
per cart. $1.35
(Plain & Corktip)

Edgeworth Tobacco, Reg. 15c

(Pocket pouch or pocket tins)

ALL
WOOL
Mill Ends and Full Price Goods

CIGARETTES

Beet Thinning Has Started

2 for 25c

CHOCOLATE
STRAWBERRY
Buy your pal a tasty
ice cream cone and
eat one yourself for
health!
At your
Community Stores,
Block 8 and 20.

By the Yard in Any Size Cut
Tropicals
Shetlands

Gabardines
Doeskin

ALSO MEN'S WORSTED FABRICS FOR

Suits - Coats - Skirts - Slacks - Shirts
LININGS TO MATCH

SKIRT ENDS
From the finest mills in the
country!

$1.50 an end & up!

Great Western Sugar Company
Billings, Montana

Community Stores 2&3
Block 8

this week's party for service men
at the USO lounge. The CosmoRhos will be hostess at the reg
ular Wednesday night social on
May 19.
Rho-Belles and Cosmo-Rhos
are in charge of the social ac
tivities booklet which is present
ed to each service man who vis
its this center. The Rho clubs
are also assisting at the movies
this week.
During the initiation ceremony
planned for May 22, Pimpernels
and La Vignettes will be official
ly recognized as YWCA clubs.

Mary Tokeshi Tells
Troth to A. Takagi
With a simple ceremony con
ducted by Rev. D. Toriumi of
the Heart Mountain Community
Christian church, the engage
ment of Mary Tokeshi and Al
pha Takagi was solemnized at
the Tokeshi home Sunday after
noon.
The bride-elect, eldest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Doko To
keshi of Puente, Calif., is a sur
gery nurse at the center hos
pital. She graduated from Pasa-Pi*? T__ CL -jcunri , rfioniveri
'UVlll*
' C. U. MUV4 .WW... V\* »•her
-training at the Huntington Me
morial hospital. Her fiance, el
dest son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Haruka Takagi of Los Angeles,
graduated from Davis Agricul
tural college. He is now em
ployed at Worland.

21 Juniors Honor
Members at Party
Six members of 21 Juniors
were bidden farewell at a social
held on Sunday. Of the group
Kaz Nishida, Minny Nakamura,
Ditto Nishimoto and Fred Ya
sunaga left already while Tak
Mizuta and Victor Yoshino will
leave soon.

Clubs Name Officer's

(4 assorted colors only)
(Regular 12c each)

THREE

HXAJKT MOUNTAIN SENTINEL

Block 20

STEWARD
CREAMERY
Thermopolis, Wyo.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE!

B. Black I Sons

548 South Los Angeles St.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

COSMO RHOS
Kay Kani was elected to head
Cosmo Rhos at a meeting held
last week. Others on the new
cabinet include Meri Nishiyama,
vice-pres.; Marjorie Nako, sec.;
Kiyo Oba, treas. and Tetsuko
Okida, hist. Mrs. Tom Oki is
their adviser.
•

•

•

KEWAHINIES
Following the departure of
Nobuko Shintaku, president, and
Toshiye Nagata, adviser, the Kewahinies held a special election
pastries

cookies

—

cakes
o"
I
8

for new officers this week.
Under the guidance of Martha
Tomita, new adviser, the cabinet
consists of Setsuko Sumio, pres.;
Terry Sumii, vice-pres.; Mabel
Gorai, sec.; Yukl Uno, treas.;
Margaret Matooka, rept. and
hist.; and Mary Yuasa, sgt.-atarms.
• * •

ENSIGNS
With an increase in member
ship-,-the newly-organized "En
sign" club elected the follow
ing officers at a meeting last
Monday; Min Hasegawa, ad
miral; George Hirano, rear ad
miral; Sam Hasegawa, linesman;
Tom Ariza, medal smith; Hiro
Kawato, yeoman.

They're it BLOCK NINERS
Toyo Nitake was elected to
head the Block Niners, young
Delish'! people's
club of block 9. Other
officers include Akira Inouye,
vice-pres.; Tomoko Ikeda, sec.;
, WIGWAM; Betty
Oshiro, treas.; David Na
|B A K E R Y
&

pastries

•

*

*

kamura and Catherine Inouye,

G O O D S g . co-social ehmn.; Jack Nishino,

— cookies

9 boys' ath. mgr. and Jane Oshiro,
w
cakes girls' ath. mgr.
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Heart Mountain Sentinel
Published weekly in the interests of the
residents of Heart Mountain by Community En
terprises at the office of the Cody Enterprise,
Cody, Wyoming.
Editorial Offices, Sentinel Building, Heart Mountain
Relocation Center, Heart Mountain, Wyoming
Advertising rates on application.

on THE
-SIDE

The reactions of weekly news
papers in this vicinity to the
scurrilous Denver Post articlesEDITORIAL STAFF:
about Heart Mountain have been
BILL HOSOKAWA
—
Editor-in-Chief
I revealing of the editors and the
HARUO IMURA
Managing Editor
j publics of the various communiLOUISE SUSKI
City Editor
1 ties they serve.
ED TOKESHI
i
Copy Editor
None of the three newspapers
i studied, the Cody Enterprise,
MICHI ONUMA
Business Manager
i Powell
Tribune and Lovell
GEORGE ISHIYAMA
Community Enterprises
! Chronicle, have been outspokenly
JUNICHI KAKEBE
Circulation
; unfriendly or critical of the cenMARTHA KAIHATSU
Advertising Manager
I ter and its residents. Rather,
the evaluation must be on the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
degree to which these news
On sale at aU Community Stores
2 cents per copy
papers were willing to stick out
For outside mail circulation
$1.00 for six months
their necks against critics and
ViEC
speak the truth as they see it.
In such a listing the Lovell
Chronicle leads by an impres
sive margin thanks to a front
page editorial on May 6 en
The Senate Views the Problem
titled "The Other Side". Re
The Senate military affairs committee last week ferring to a suggestion that
.in a recommendation approved "what has been a funda the Dies committee should in
mental WRA policy: complete freedom for loyal eva vestigate the Post's charges,
cuees and abandonment of WRA centers. The recom the Chronicle says "Dies might
to investigate the wri
mendation went a step further, proposing imprison decide
ters on this (Post) yeUow
ment of disloyal evacuees in Army internment camps. sheet which has caused more
It is opportune at this time to remind the public, human misery and suffering,
and the evacuees too, that the WRA has never been dealt in more filth and crime
envisioned by its founders as a permanent organiza and libel than any publication
tion. Its first objective is to resettle a group of war in the world."
time refugees in communities throughout the United The facts as presented by Pro
ject Director Guy Robertson are
States. This program was delayed by public feeling published
in the editorial, and
and other factors beyond its control. Meanwhile the The Sentinel
editorial of May 1
relocation centers were set up, as the WRA's first is quoted in full with the ob
quarterly report says, "largely as an expedient—to servation that it is "timely".
provide places where the evacuees might live and work This week we talked to E. O.
in relative seclusion pending development of orderly Huntington, editor and publisher
plans for their re-assimilation into American life. . ." of the Chronicle, and his com
ment was: "We believe in being
VAUGHN MECHAU, WRA Reports Officer

Editorials

Project Finance Officer
Expert Trumpet Player
Victor J. Ryan, 36-year-old
project finance officer, is built
more like a football player than
a calculating financial expert.
When questioned concerning
the choice of his profession, he
admitted that he just happened to fall into it after grad
uating from Kansas State Ag
ricultural college.
Ryan resided in Colby, Kansas,
prior to his employment at the
Stock Growers' National Bank
in Cheyenne where he served
from 1929 to 1939.
For a brief period, Ryan re
turned to Colby to engage in a
retail auto business with his
brother.
Ryan entered the government
al service as an accountant in

the WPA in May, 1940, and was
almost immediately promoted to
the position of state examiner.
When the WPA was dissolved in
August, 1942, Ryan was trans
ferred to the WRA as fiscal ac
countant.
In December 16, 1942, Ryan
became project finance officer
in charge of the accounting, pre
paration of project budget, pay
rolls and time keeping.
Ryan's favorite pastime is
music. An excellent
trumpet
player, he helped defray his
college expenses by playing on
a college band.
Ryan saw Wy
oming for the first time when
he visited Cheyenne
with a
dance orchestra. Next to music,
Ryan enjoys fishing.

Topsoll

Why Not? Says
'Cincinnatus'

If it isn't one thing, it is an
(From the column by "Cinother. Now we find
that in
clement weather has halted cinnatus" in the Cincinnati
farming operations although the Post, April 26.)
planting season has arrived.
A citizen called up: "Are you
Local pioneers say this week's still in favor of being nice to
snowstorms have been the sev Japs in the United States and
erest for May in many years. finding
jobs for them?"
Usually between May 6 and 10
Yes, Cincinnatus replied, why
a cold spell occurs accompanied
not? These people are Amer
with snowstorms; so the Powell
ican-born citizens who happen
farmers do not start planting
to be of Japanese descent. They
until the 10th and Cody until
are in the same position as
the 20th. But such cold spells
American-born citizens who are
normally last one and at the
of German origin because their
most two days.
fathers, grandfathers or great
Although the average growing
grandfathers were born in Ger
season is approximately 126
many.
days, records reveal that the last
If it is right to persecute these
killing frost has come as late
as June 6. The average has Americans for a crime commit
been May 21. But nature com- ted by the Japanese in Japan,
oensates this limitation — tfcteV-SlSlU ^ woulc* be as right to
In a manner of speaking^ the WRA is an organi
Lit
punisft"
"of Germawre^i5rli3r*-and re punish^ifellbW^rAtaelTcans
zation whicii set uut'tu auul.i uoeil*, ui rather tluf There is something strong and j
man descent for Nazi atrocities.
quire
a
shorter
growing
period
need for its existence, in the shortest time possible. The reassuring about an editor who
(What numbers of our best citi
in California.
measure of its success would be the brevity of its life refuses to compromise truth for than
According to reports the aver zens would be made to suffer
span.
expediency.
age rainfall at Cody is 9.11 then.)
Closely connected with the Senate committee's Next would come the Powell inches and most of it usually C e r t a i n l y , n o d e c e n t m a n
soft-pedaled the
recommendation will be the outcome of the Hiraba- Tribune whichresolutions
occurs in the spring and sum would stand for the persecution
of the
mer* Small part of the annual of Americans of German descent
yashi and Yasui cases being heard before the Supreme anti-evacuee
Powell and Cody mayors, pub
and no decent man can think
Court as this is written. There the validity of evacu lished in full a Heart Mountain precipitation occurs in winter in of
Americans of Japa
ation, and the right of the military to regulate the lives news release replying to the Post form of snow. But the value of nesepunishing
descent for the crime of
this amount of precipitation to
of citizen civilians in the absence of a state of martial articles, and reprinted in full farming operation is negligible. Japanese in Japan. They are
The Sentinel story of May 1 on
law, is being determined.
The summer days are warm fellow-Americans.
Yet we must remember that neither a favorable the Post's charges. The Tribune but the nights are cool and re Cincinnatus hopes that Mr.
decision for the appellants, nor immediate adoption of also gave Heart Mountain's ban freshing. The maximum record Booth (he is the government
the Senate committee's recommendation, will mean an quet for Army volunteers a good ed temperature is 101 degree. man trying to find work in Cin
The usual range is 75 to 90 de cinnati for dislocated Americans
immediate or early solution to the problems of the story.
The Cody Enterprise, our
grees. Excessively hot spells are of Japanese descent) will con
thousands of loyal Americans now in the centers.
strongest champion at first, has,
to have the cooperation of
After a year of confinement, their chief problems since about December, been least of short duration. The minimum tinue
temperature at night during the the local citizens. There are y
have become social and economic, not legal. Their first willing of the three to stand up
is from 50 to 60 degrees. quite a lot of decent people J
questions are: "Can I readjust myself socially to war for the evacuees. It toned down summer
A vote of thanks is due those here.
time living in a strange environment, and can I make the Powell-Cody resolution, and 20 crop supervisors, foremen and
published the same press re tractor drivers who volunteered
a living?"
It would have been well for the Senate committee, lease as the Tribune, but other and plowed 65 acres and tilled
guided in this matter by the findings of the sub-com wise it has been almost afraid an additional 75 acres. Accord
to say anything which might be ing to Henry Kiyomura, service
mittee headed by Senator Chandler, to have gone fur construed
as favorable toward supervisor, the tractors were in
ther with a specific recommendation to the American the center and its residents.
continuous operation from five
public that every effort should be made to accept and
the morning until four in
help to re-assimilate loyal evacuees as fellow Amer One of the reasons attributed in
the afternoon. Such initiative
icans.
to Lovell's friendliness toward will in the end mean the dif FUJIYE FUJIKAWA
On the third point, segregation, The Sentinel made us is that it is a strong Mor ference between success and fail Fujiye Fujikawa, superinten
dent of the poster shop, is a
its stand clear last December soon after the Poston mon community. Mormons in all ure.
parts of the Mountain states
and Manzanar riots when it said editorially:
—Mason Funabiki graduate of the Los Angeles
have been unusually charitable
City college where she majored
"One of the fundamental errors of evacuation was the
toward the evacuees.
in commerical art.
She also
indiscriminate confinement of all persons solely on a basis
All of which was reason to
attended Chouinard, internation
of ancestry. Before evacuation, even its loudest proponents
find out more about the Mor
ally famous school of fine
arts.
admitted that a percentage of nisei were loyal Americans.
mons. We have just read VarWhile attending Chouinard,
Problems of student relocation
Now it is generally agreed that the overwhelming majority
dis Fisher's book "Children of
will be discussed at the import Miss Fujikawa was employed by
of evacuees are loyal. But this group was confined together
God" which we understand is
ant
meeting of the COB, Heart a Los Angeles advertising con
with those of doubtful sympathies and no consideration was
not liked by the Mormons
Mountain high school student cern.
given the consequences of intimate contacts, under extremely
themselves.
At the poster shop Miss Fuji
group, this afternoon, at 3 p.m.,
unfavorable conditions, with the doubtful group. This situation
Their story has some amazing
kawa receives the fullest co
at
the
school
building,
according
must be remedied quickly. The authorities owe at least that
parallels to the story of the
to Albert Saijo, chairman. In operation of her staff where
much to the large number who are, and want to remain,
American exiles with Japanese
terested persons are cordially in most of the beautiful work turn
staunchly loyal to the United States."
faces. They were the victims of
ed out is done by a silk screen
vited to attend.
method.
In time, of course, the problem will take care of j bitter persecution, they were attacked and misrepresented by
Besides Miss Fujikawa, the
itself as increasing numbers of the loyal leave the !j newspapers
politicians, and thought their men should res staff is composed of A1 Dohi,
centers, expatriates are returned to Japan, and only 1 once, after and
being forced from
and they did.
Gompers Saiji, Yayeko Yamathe economically unrestorable are left as government their homes by the Army, they pond,
It is a fascinating tale of per oka, Chisato Takashima, Dick
wards. Yet it is certain that some measure of segre were asked to provide 500 vol secution, hardships and struggles Morioka, Yoshito Kuromiya, Tad
gation will come before that time. The handwriting is unteers for service in the war which evacuees would benefit by Yamabayashi, Akira H 0 r i n J,
on the wall, and evacuees will not be able to claim that against Mexico. The rank and reading.
' Susumu
Kawamoto,
Yoshiko
file opposed, but the leaders
they have not been forewarned.
—bh Hanajima and Emiko Higuchi.

Students Discuss
Relocation Topic
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
There are over a hundred good
jobs in Cincinnati, Ohio, with
no takers. There are now quite
a few evacuees here representing
nearly all the relocation cen
ters: Minidoka, Tule Lake, Man
zanar, Poston, Granada, Denson,
Rohwer, Topaz, Heart Mountain.
All are working.

Taggart has wisely vested a
maximum of responsibility and
authority in the trustees and
subordinates, making his divi
sion ^virtually an evacuee-managed organization.

mation that may be of interest,
we have heard in various and
numerous reports the mistaken
impressions that many seem to
have. For example, many seem
to be under the belief that the
cost of living is extremely high,
requiring large salaries to main
tain normal standards of living.
This is incorrect.
We will be glad to answer any
questions that the readers of
your paper may have if we can.
Richard Henmi
Box 139
St. Louis, Mo.
• • •

'-•* -• -a* —
HUNT, Idaho ... an impres
Its far-sighted wholesome pol
sive flag dedication ceremony
icies have earned
for Heart
was held in the administration
Mountain's community enter
area ... 39 volunteers left by
prises an enviable reputation of
special bus for Fort Douglas,
No one has reported any un the 10 WRA centers, its credit
Utah, where they will undergo
pleasantness, not even after the is the soundest, its reserve the
final physical checkups preced
reports of the Tokyo executions. largest, its purchasing ability
ing induction into the combat
Indeed, many Cincinnatians call the widest.
unit . . . with evidence point
ed just to express the hope there
Why change horses in mid
Perspective
ing to careless smoking, a fire
would be none. An outstanding stream?
Let's let well enough
damaged a storeroom last Wed
The art of making friends columnist of the city who is alone.
nesday ... a portion of the
and getting along with people known to his readers as "Cin
John Kitasako
original golf course has been
To the Editor:
is simple.
It simply lies in be cinnatus" summed it up quite
23-7-F
taken over for farm purposes . .
I
note
in
a
recent
issue
that
ing able to look upon everyone aptly. One conservative news
» » •
you state under the caption the course now being laid out
—man or woman, boy, girl or paper ran a good editorial on To the Editor:
"Evacuation Question Goes to by the golf committee will be
child—as an
individual and relocation. The women's page of
Relocation fundamentally and
instead
of
humbling yourself so that you one paper timed purposely a fea primarily is no longer a pro Supreme Court" that, "In a dis a six-hole affair
can get a perspective on life ture article With photographs of blem of employment and job senting opjnion, Judge William nine . . . with an average of
Denman declared that the order 40 persons a day leaving the
from their point of view.
nisei women and relocation.
placement.
It is primarily a
exculding
70,000 American-born project, Hunt's rapidly diminish
So long as you compare people
The Quakers operate a hostel problem of social adjustment for
Japanese
from
the west coast, ing population has dropped to
with each other and measure here at 2820 Winslow. Address evacuees. There is enough eco
in
effect,
is
a
violation
of their 8,403 . . .
their character, manner, style Gracia D. Booth, Acting Direc nomic security on the outside
RIVERS, Ariz. . . first tele
constitutional
rights."
and personality by an ideal that tor. Housing is not very difficult for anyone willing to work; jobs
phone in the residential area
An
examination
of
the
dis
you, yourself, find too high to 1 to find.
One evacuee here has are comparatively plentiful; one
for use of residents in emer
senting opinion of Judge Den
live up to, you are bound to bought a home.
can earn a living.
gency cases will probably be in
man
discloses
that
he
dissented
meet those with whom you will
But it is quite an uphill
We suggest interested persons
stalled by next week . . . first
clash and with whom you will see their employment offices. mental battle for the average from the certification of the shipment of screens for center
feel you do not care to as Correspondence is invited. Ad evacuee to adjust himself, first questions in the case to the Su windows has arrived . . . efforts
preme Court, and that he def
sociate.
dress Relocation Officer, 922 to the completely changed world
to hurry construction of irriga
initely did not express any opi
But this is wrong. You should Union ' Trust Building, Cincin (it has changed for everyone,
tion ditches were renewed in
regardless of his race) since nion as to whether or not the most blocks after a lull be
be able to see every one, just nati.
war's outbreak, and secondly in act was, or was not constitu cause of the heat wave. . .
G. Raymond Booth
as he is and take him that way
WRA Relocation Officer to his immediately environment tional.
—you should not expect more
meanwhile pleas that residents
J. Charles Dennis
on the desired basis of equal
Cincinnati, Ohio
of him than he can offer or
refrain from using tap water
United States Attorney for their lawns and gardens
ity.
compare him with others who
Seattle, Washington
are very different.
If they are To the Editor:
were voiced by block managers
Evacuees have to re-educate
On Monday, May }8, the re themselves; they have to throw
(The conclusion that evacu . . . the cooperative enterprise
shy, selfish, officious, old-fash
ioned or eccentric, accept them sidents will decide by a yes or off certain pre-war concepts of ation "in effect, is a violation of photo studio was opened last
as such but seek other traits no vote whether they want to race consciousness.
It's not an their constitutional rights" was Sunday . . . plans to get a
in them to admire.
You may establish a consumers' coopera easy thing to do. They have to drawn by a San Francisco news baseball team from the Poston
discover sometimes that it is tive or retain the present enter consciously fight off a desire for paper from which The Sentinel center to compete at Rivers
a person's so-called "weaker prises under the trust system. voluntary segregation—the urge story was written.—The Editor.) were recently announced. . .
* * *
GRANADA, Colo. . . after
points" that make him a color
As one who has followed the to congregate and live densely
pleading guilty to a charge of
ful individual, different from the cooperative movement in this | in any one area; the desire To the Editor:
-jssi
.canter.
and to fgrmAnisei'. clu>wtp;; go' to
Tt -on Th;
wonderful operating a gambling den, a 71"We live the life
The life we hate.
We live the life
The life we love
But never do we live
the life
We would have liked
to live."
—Cpl. Lloyd H. Thorpe

.

x x n m ~

——

Japanese' church services rather being back in civilization and year-old woman was fined $200
than to the neighborhood church taking responsibilities and an and sentenced 90 days in the
in their own community.
interest in one's own living. county jail . . .
DENSON, Ark. . . 163 seniors
Those things are academic, 10
used to pinch myself while
be sure. But there is room for in the street cars in the begin of the Denson high school were
practical application of desir ning, because it seemed like a awarded diplomas at the twi
able theories. And it seems that dream being in Chicago as a light commencement exercises
if we never again want to be free citizen coming back to the held on a basketball court last
treated as a racial group, we normal stream of life, seeing week ... a search for a girl
ought to take relocation as .an faces of different nationalities to reign as queen of the center
opportunity to disperse ourselves, instead of all Japanese faces, carnival has begun. . .
TOPAZ, Utah ... to main
lose our racial identities inso the tall buildings, trees, cars,
far as it is possible, and become electric trains and not barracks, tain sanitary conditions, steps
are being
taken
to
provide
assimilated into the mainstream dust, mud and sage brush.
of America.
You probably are
The people here mind their screens for all apartments and
aware of the evacuees who have own business, but still they are public buildings . . . the names
returned to camp from inde kind and friendly when you of 112 Topaz volunteers will be
finite leaves.
They simply ask them for information or printed on a scroll of honor to
couldn't make a go of things help ... I understand there be placed outside the adminis
on the outside. To date, they are many evacuees in this city tration building . . .
POSTON, Ariz. . . reports of
comprise about 5 per cent of now, but so far, I haven't met
the total of those relocated.
any downtown accidentally yet. residents operating private busi
Housing has been overcrowd I hope more people can be re ness enterprises against WRA
ruling will be investigated . . .
ed at both American Friends located soon.
because of complaints from re
Service Committee and Bethany
Imelda Kinoshita
sidents, the public health de
Seminary hostels.
Accomoda
Chicago, 111.
partment will issue registration
tions have not been adequate
tags for dogs . . . the law and
to take care of even the re
order committee is taking steps
servation list. Unexpected people
to cope with gambling by re
turn up who simply cannot be
sidents of Unit II . . .
turned down. Consequently WRA
The nisei girl recipient of a
MANZANAR, Calif. . . ap
as well as the other agencies
gift subscription to the Reader's proximately 50 per cent of the
interested in evacuees have been
Digest mentioned in a story ap 29 tons of rice straws for mat
temporarily steering new arrivals
pearing on the inside back cov tresses has been distributed . . .
to the "Y" hotels and any other
er of the May number is Alice diplomas were awarded to 127
available accomodations.
Kozaki, daughter of Mr. and graduates of the Manzanar TaiTogo Tanaka
• • •
Mrs. Kotaro Kozaki of 30-20-D oring school at commencement
Advisory Committee
in the committee speak for
it was learned here this week.
Red, White and Blue
exercises . . . the adult educa
for Evacuees
themselves.
The basic philoso
She was replaced by Victor tion department will offer a
It's good to see the Stars and phy "and spirit requisite for a
Chicago, ill.
Klee as valedictorian of the free correspondence course in
» * »
Stripes waving over the admin successful cooperative are con
1942 class of Mountain View economics philosophy through
istration area at last. We still spicuous by their absence.
To the Editor:
contend that the most inspir
The nisei students here at (Calif.) Union high school when arrangements made with the
If this is a sample of "co
ing sight the heart can see is operative", the residents would Washington university, St. Louis, her family was evacuated to a Henry George School of Social
Science, New York. . .
that of Our Flag framed against do well to vote it down.
Mo„ have recently organized a relocation center.
NEWELL, Calif. . . public per
In asking that his subscription
the backdrop of sky.
The existing trust organization movement to create better un
And while we're being patri- offers the identical economic derstanding between the Cau be transferred to Miss Kozaki, formance of three one-act plays
otic, we'd like to extend bouquets j benefits which a cooperative casians of St. Louis and us of Klee wrote, "Some day she will by the Little Theatre players
We have be a leader of her race in the opened Monday, May 10 . . .
to the girl scouts of Powell could offer; patronage refunds, Japanese ancestry.
the plays to be presented dur
and Heart Mountain and to cur i substantial profits because earn- started this movement in hopes United States."
Valiant",
Miss Kozaki is now attending ing May are "The
drum and bugle corps for their ings are tax-free, and low prices that it will make possible the
colorful and spectacular exhib- consistent with good business relocation of many more from Antioch college in Ohio on a "No Time for Comedy" and "El
Men vs.
the various relocation centers 10 scholarship from the National mer". . . "Married
itions last week. The entire practice,
playday was something to write
The board of trustees is com- this area, and to facilitate the Student Relocation Council Bachelors" featured the first
about to those who have already posed of evacuees, all of whom relocation of students and job- where she is a reporter for the public forum sponsored last week
by the recreation department
are qualified businessmen. Scottjseekers by conveying any infor- college paper, "The Record."
left the center.

Liking people is just a matter who is acquainted with t).J" com
enterprises
division
of constantly adjusting yourself munity
to them and forgetting yourself through documentation of its
in the process.
It's an adjust operations for the past eight
ment harder to make for some months, I wish to offer an opin
than others but it's well worth ion on the choice confronting
the effort for nothing brings the residents.
richer returns in happiness,
I strongly believe that it would
friendship and a fuller life. Once be wise for the residents to let
you have the right perspective, j well enough alone and retain
you can get along with any the present form of business
organization.
body, anywhere.
• • •
Let it be understood, how
ever, that this is not a case
Tea Time
We spent a delightful afternoon against the principals of co
operative as such. Those of us
this week chatting with Mrs.
who have studied cooperatives
Irwin in the comfortable nurses'
firmly believe that the coopera
lounge. Mrs. Irwin who writes
a column for her hometown tive way of life is fundamen
tally sound, democratic and
paper back in Iowa, is one of
the most charming personalities practical.
But the nature of the dis
we have met.
Dr. Irwin is
nice, too. I remember, especial sension existing among the com
ly, how kind he was to me in mittee of block delegates which
the days when I was still a was formed to draft plans for
the proposed cooperative as
cub reporter and the hospital
sociation, plus the apathy of a
was my first beat.
vast majority of the residents,
No matter how often I'd meet make the establishment of a
him in the halls . on
. . a
. x single
^ •, c o o p e r a t i v e h e r e h i g h l y i m p r a c morning, he never failed to hail
and foolhardy
me each time with a friendly
The meeting of this committee
"Hello, there!" and
a warm have been marked by friction,
handshake. Very few can ex petty suspicions, bull-headedpress their love and interest for ness and attacks on certain sin
all people so simply as can Dr. cere, diligent members.
and Mrs. Irwin.
The record and conduct with

Magazine Recipient
Former Local Girl

I

Stores Net
Profit of
$22,822.51

C. E. Financial Statement

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash in Bank
Cash on Hand
Returned Checks
Accounts Receivable
A net profit of $22,Claims Receivable
Commission Receivable
822.51 was r e a l i z e d by
Merchandise Inventory—at cost
community enterprises for
Central Warehouse
$ 4,792.82
the period Jan. 1 to March
Dry Goods
50,944.71
31, 1943, according to the
Store No. 2
— 18,135.10
quarterly financial statement re
Store No. 3
19,545.89
leased this week.
Radio Repair Shop
. 566.31
Net profit attributed to merchantile sales made by the three
stores amounted to $21,337.57 or
10.1 per cent of the net sales of
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
$211,488.31.
Depre
Reports from the community
Cost
ciation.
stores disclosed that net sales of FIXED ASSETS
the dry goods store totaled $76,Office Equipment—$ 645.20 $ 37.84
022.50 while sales of the gro
Delivery Equipment
1,377.50 100.87
cery stores netted $64,837.58 for
Store Equipment
store No. 2 in block 8 and $70,Store No. 1
1,436.95
77.37
629.23 for store No. 3 in block
Store No. 2
737.51
39.60
20.
43.01
Store No. 3
776.43
Radio Shop
100.00
Community enterprises' net
Shoe R. Shop... 1,267.75
89.04
worth at the end of the quarter
Barber Shop
978.29
amounted to $67,879.90, of which
Beauty Shop
2,429.84
$45,057.39 represents surplus ac
Ward Mail
cumulated during the period
Order Div.._
Aug. 12 to Dec. 31, 1942.
980.64
46.32
Dry Cleaning Div.
272.75
14.36
Income from service shops
Warehouse No .11 4,019.61
amounted to $1,384.80 while other
income totaled $100.14. It was,
$15,022.47 $448.41
revealed that profits were re
alized from all service shops TOTAL FIXED ASSETS
with the exception of the radio DEFERRED CHARGES:
shop and the laundry, both of
Supplies
which have been discontinued.
Shoe Repair Shop
$5,447.95
In comparing figures obtained
Beauty Shop
43.61
from three other centers, it was
Vending Machine
210.91
found that Heart Mountain has
the lowest number of employees
per capita and realizes the lar
Installation Expense—
gest amount of sales per em
Beauty & Barber Shop
ployee.
Prepaid Expense
The quarterly statement was
prepared by Ted Okumoto, chief TOTAL DEFERRED CHARGES
—
accountant fpr_cpmmunity enterprises.

Girl Scouts Honor
Mothers at Social

Saturday, May 15, 1943

HEART MOUNTAIN SENTINEL

SIX

$13,815.38
6,175.00
33.67
1,387.05
61.29
432.94

93,984.83
Book
Value
607.36
1,276.63
1,359.58
697.91
733.42
100.00

1,178.71
978.29
2,429.84

14,574.05

Expressing their appreciation,
Heart Mountain Girl Scouts
honored their mothers with a
tea at the USO lounge last Sun
day afternoon. Other guests of
the occasion were members of
the Girl Scout staff and com
mittee.
Activities of the Senior Girl
Scouts were explained by Mrs.
Seichi Nako. Entertainment and TOTAL LIABILITIES —
refreshments rounded out the NET WORTH:
Surplus (8-12-42—12-31-42)
remainder of the afternoon. MaNet Profit (1-1-43—3-31-43)
sago Shibuya is adviser of the
Mercantile Dept
$21,302.19
troop.
Service Dept..
1,520.32

Vital Statistics

Brand New Yarn
a ICELAND YARN

504.62
748.28
6,955.37

=

$137,419.59

Six teams in the women's
Heart Mountain's first official boxing card of 10
Intra-center
intra-center volleybaU league ; matches will be presented this afternoon at 2:30 as
wiu take part m the champromoter George Konoshima has carded Shin
pionship play-off starting 2 p Oya and Tom Kadota in the main event in the first of
By GEORGE KINOSHITA
Looking over the statistics of
m. tomorrow.
! a series of exhibition matches at block 16. Each bout
the recently completed senior j
With the Zebra horseFour undefeated teams, the |
' will go two rounds.
league race, we've uncovered a! hiders facing the Queseda Royalettes, Hearteenans, Kale- ! _
Oya, a promising 135-pounder,
-<
T
J
rr
number of interesting facts.
j K n i g h t s i n t h e s e n i o r tas and the Teenerettes, and ;M [ J U.U.0 103.111 has seen action in about a dozen
Although the championship league curtain-raiser at t w o o n c e - b e a t e n t e a m s , t h e j , '
; matches in the Los Angeles area
nvj_l
Zebras finished in a tie for 1:30 tomorrow on the ad Fifenelli-Gremlins and Kewa- CaDtUTeS Illle
: and has worked with such ring
second place in the regular ministration field,
vill figure in the pen
pen"
figures as John Thomas and
intra-center hences will
season, they led the loop in softball play will get under way. nant scramble, according to
The blocks 9 and 12 judo; George Latka.
scoring. The Zebras made 279 Four A tilts and two B contests Marian Mimaki, supervisor.
team captured the center cham- Dado's Spar-mate
points and aUowed opponents are on tap for the afternoon.
ipionship
with George Fujimoto, I Tom kadota speedy long
to score but 181, averaging 34.8
I Jack Nishino and Kakuchi Araki ^nge leather stoger was under
The power-laden Sportsmen
per game offensively .against
sparking the victors in the all- ^e tutorship of Horace Mann
nine clashes with the Huskies
the opponents' 22.7. The Fris
I,
. , .
, , ,, „„„ and Tony Olivera and worked
at
3
p.
m.
in
the
feature
attracday judo tournament held Sun-:
f
. .
CO
D OgS who
WllO loppeu
me per
pci co Fogs
topped the
I"
i
. 1B
;as sparring partner for Little
rentage list made 235 points tion of the opening day classics,
day at block 16.
^Dado, former Filipino ring ace.
and held the opponents to 181 i With Tosh Asano toiling on the
The 9 and 12 outfit emerged
gejk0 osakada, southpaw dy,
mound, the Sportsmen are heavvictorious, routing the blocks 7 > namiterj is pitted against counmarkers.
.. ,
,
lly
favored
The season's lowest scoring !
victorious, routing the block 7 jgr-punch artist George YamaThe Jackrabbits and Frisco round. Yosh Sogioka led the motQ in the i3o.p0und division.
tilt was staged on March 7 by: B League Frays
the Pegasus and Huskies, with
Two American league contests Fogs, placing two players apiece runners-up with his two-win ef- i Feature ]yiidgets
the former winning out by a1 in the B loop are slated for the on the first
team, dominated f°rtAs a special event match, pro
19-11 count. Seventy-four points j Sabbath. The Zebra B's and the positions on the official all-star j M»kai Tops Juniors
; moter Konoshima has slated 80were scored in a March 27 game Bachelors collide at 1:30 on dia- basketball teams released last! The junior division match held pounder Roy Tokeshr against
as the Jackrabbits pasted the mond two followed by the Bear- night by the local athletic de- j in the morning was won by j "Killer"-George Sakamoto. These
Huskies by a 54-20 score in the Kiowa fray at 3 p. m.
partment at the award dance. I Tomo Mukai with two wins and I "fleaweight" terrors are two of
highest scoring game.
' Eight teams are entered in
Earning berths were Babe No-ja tie. Yoshiyuki Sakamoto, Myer the most improved boxers from
To the Frisco Fogs went the 'the senior circuit including the
schools.
mura and Sab Nagata, forward |Ichida and David Miyahara cop- the center grade -bonis,
title as the most publicized;
Other bouts on tap are:
and center respectively of thej Ped two and tied the thud
team, while Babe Nomura of
Jackrabbits and Isamu "Stinky" i match to win honors m the m- George Sueki-Robert Imai, 75
the Jackrabbits was the player GAMES THIS "WEEK
Zaiman and Kats Komatsu, for- j termediate and semor division pounds; Akira Nakano - Henry
who provided the best copy.
„ ,
M
16
Nishimura, 100 pounds; Jess Moward
and guafid of the Friscans. contest.
Top-notch player getting the1 Sunday' May lb
tooka-Akio Konoshima, 125
In
special
attraction
events,
Sportsman center Dick Miyakaleast publicity was Tosh Shi- j
Class A
Daizo Inouye, former yodan in- pounds; Kuni Shinta-Tom Nowa
was
placed
in
the
other
ozaki, Fogs' reliable guard, who 1:30—Knights-Zebras
structor, defeated ten black Ida, 155 pounds; Bob Teragawaguard spot.
made first string on the Sen- j 3:00—Sportsmen-Huskies
belters while Mamoru Nakao,; Harumi Sakatani, 75 pounds;
6:30—Beach-Combers-Broneos
Second
String
tinel's all-star team. In our
Sho Takeuchi-Roy Tsuruda, 120
sandan, routed five foes.
6:30—Jackrabbits-Kardiacs
opinion, the most colorful play-i
Selected on the second team
; pounds.
American
League
er was Isamu "Stinky" Zaiman,
were: Forwards — Tas Yamada,
Others who may see action are
1:30—Bachelors-Zebras
also of the Friscans.
Pegasus; Art Kaihatsu, Frisco
I Saburo Nagata, Ned Tokeshi,
3:00—Bears-Kiowas
The biggest upset was the Pe
Fogs. Center —Ets Yoshiyama,
| John Nakata, Joe Tokeshi and
gasus' victory over the Jackrab Twilight games (6:30 p.m.)
Broncos. Guard — Taro YamaI Sam Ide.
bits. Most exciting games in
National League
mnra, Pegasus; Tosh Shio'Zfiki,
tiocWhgll Sfi;
Tfee—Zephyr—
l
l
cluded the Jackrabbit-Fogs, FogFrisco Fogs.
Tues.—Dynamiters-BJB's
scored an impressive 32-14 vic
SCHEDULE
Husky and the Jaekrabbit-BronCardinals-West Siders
Outstanding
„ Cager
_ „
tory over the
uie Bronco
jdiuiiuu
wiinca
Whites
co battles. The team with the
Thurs.—Royal Aces-Lancers
An oddity on the -release
afternoon
—
— was ;I Sunday
oUIlUclj ill
L/C! I1UU11 to
tu become
ucuumu unun- Saturday, May 15
most fan drawing power was the
. „ -c
r7 h«
...
.
•
-r-.T-. i
Rnv
Boy Spnni
Scout League
Buffaloes-Club 21
the
facti. i-i
thati- Zebra
forward Chi- ; d..isputed
leaders
ofa the
BB loop,
Fog City outfit.
Class A
American
League
tose
Akizuki,
although
selected!
z
bra
B's
met
their
first
The
e
Judging from the number of
9:00—Tp. 345 JV-Tp. 343
the
outstanding
player
of
the
|
f
t
of
the
current
cage
play
de
ea
Wed.—Kardiac-Mercuries
fouls called, the roughest game
Royal Dukes-Sportsmen season, wasn't placed on either. wden they were forced to for- 10:00—Tp. 341-Tp. 379
was the Zebra-Fog City affair
11:00—Tp. 345-Tp. 323
of the two teams. Komatsu of: feit to the Royal Aces,
Fri.—Royal Dukes-Bachelors
while the cleanest game staged
Class B
the Fogs was an almost unani- i The Jackrabbits, with Tak NoSportsmen-Kardiacs
was between the Huskies and
9:30—Tp. 323-Tp. 343
mous
choice,
polling
all
but
one
t
the
helm,
routed
the
niUra
a
Friscans, when only one penalty
first team vote. The Pegasus I Falcons 14-10 in another double 10:30—Tp. 343-Tp. 379
was called.
Class C
Showing the most team-work S p o r t s m e n , H u s k i e s , Z e b r a s , squad was acclaimed the most g classic.
9:30—Tp. 341-Tp. 345
sportsmen-like
aggregation.
,
The
Clippers,
Bachelors,
Apoland fighting
spirit was the B e a c h - C o m b e r s , J a c k r a b b i t s ,
Selections were made on the1 loites, Engineers and the Cava- 10:30—Tp. 313-Tp. 323
Broncos, Queseda Knights and
championship Zebra team.
Intra-Center League
• * »
basis of all-opponent squads; liers scored triumphs in B cage
the Kardiacs.
Class B
picked
by
team
managers
andj
tilts.
The
Cardinals,
who
drew
Lancers
Favored
picixca
uy
team
maaagcio
wn/o.
i.uv
—
—....
Last week this page had a
1:30—Cavaliers-Engineers
The Lancers are tabbed as j teams picked by cage officials a bye this week, led in B loop
story headed "Local Weightlift2:30—Cardinals-Clippers
standings,
ers Win over Manzanar in Pos favorites to cop the National and sports writers.
3:30—Apolloites-Bronco Babes
tal Meet." On the story of the league pennant with the JackBush League
same event, the sport columns rabbit-Broncos nine and the Ro
1:30—HMS-Buff aloes
of the Manzanar Free Press had yal Aces expected to finish near
2:30—Kiowas-Bassett
a head reading "Local Venice the top. Others entered in the
3:30—Kardiac-Americans
Barbellers Topple Ht. Mt. Her- race include the Cardinals, Buf
Sunday, May 16
faloes, Huskies, West Siders,
culites Via Mail Meet."
Class BB
Victories
to
take
the
women's
Sparked
by
forward-captain
It seems that the Manza- Club 21 and the Dynamiters.
1:30—Zebra B's-Zebra Oldsters
class
B
basketball
tourney
cham
Ruth
Miyakawa,
who
banged
the
The American league crown
narites completely disregarded
pionship Saturday afternoon. 2:30—Falcons -Bronco Whites
the fact that they outweighed race will find the Mercuries, for hoop for 10 digits, the Starlettes
Undefeated in tournament play, 3:30—Panthers-Zephyrs
earned
a
25-18
win
over
the
mer
Prep
league
champions
at
the local lifters by 10 pounds
the Starlettes hurdled the Vic 1:30—Jackrabbits-Royal Aces
per man. In nearly all meets Pomona assembly center, and
Bush League
tories twice during the season.
the Bob Hoffman weightlift- the Sportsmen B's battling for Women's All-Star
2:30—Wracs-Bassett Jr.
May
Horiuchi,
who
tallied
sev
ing co-efficient ratings are top honors. The Mercs have
en points, Alice Tanouye with i 3:36—HMS-Americans
u s e d a n d t h e s e h a n d i c a p been the pre-season sensations, Sextet Selected
six and Lillian Okada in for a I
ratings have been used in all having registered wins over three
The championship Li'l Yokum deuce were others to score for RESULTS
local events. The score as re A teams, the Huskies, Zebras squad placed three players on
the winners. Other regulars on
————
leased by the California center and Queseda Knights.
Intra-Center League
the women's class A all star the champion Starlettes includes
The
Royal
Dukes
and
the
was 2740-2630 without the
Alice Chikuma and June Zai-,
Class BB
"oh
handicap, hut the local cluh K
man. Flo Nakamoto and Claire Panthers 29, Zebra Oldsters 18
claimed the meet by a 2756- the third spot. Others entered i athletic department. The title
Starlettes and the Fa - Funabiki led the losing squad, Jackrabbits 14, Falcons 10
2740 score. Can it be that in the American league are winning
corns placed two players apiece accounting for eight points Zephyrs 32, Broncos 14
Manzanar musclemen who Bachelors, Bears, Mystery 9, Ze to dominate Class B selections. apiece.
I Royal Aces over Zebra B's
have competed in meets for bras and Kiowas.
Yokums Win
j
Class B
Class
A
All-Stars
The
C
and
Old
Timers
leagues
more than a year have never
The A division crown went to Bachelors 28, Cavaliers 19
Yukiro
Sugiura
(Triple-Y)
F
heard of the Hoffman ratings? will start as soon as enough
F the Li'l Yokums, who triumphed Clippers 25, Apolloites 19
teams are entered. Because cf Kaoru Emi (Royalettes)
over the Royalettes 17-14 in a Clippers 19, Bronco Babes 15
little response from these group, Jane Nakamoto (Yokums)-----F
deciding tilt. Only two players j Apolloites 22, Engineers 17
Mitsuko
Kataoka
(Yokums)—G
are still being taken, it
Women's Softball entries
hit the range for the victorious
Bush League
was aniiounced by Herb Iseri, Teruko Munekiyo (Talisians)-.G
Yokums; however star forward Americans 29, Bassett 13
Lucy
Matsunaga
(Yokums)
G
League to Start
softball coordinator.
Jane Nakamoto staged a scor-! Sportsmen 27, Buffaloes 23
Class B All-Stars
ecu. Umpires
DilipuviJ
__
With girls' softball leagues Need
F ing rampage to tally 14 points, i Kiowas 46, HMS 27
slated to start Friday, May 21, The athletic department is ;n. Minako Iko (Faicoms)
Others on the title winning Bassett def. Wracs (forfeit)
need
of
umpires,
Iseri
said.
Vol-1
Ruth
Miyakawa
(Starlettes)
—F
sign-ups are now being taken at
F squad are Alice Matsunaga, Ma- Kiowas def. Americans (forfeit)
community activities headquar unteer umpires of the above; Mary Wada (Hi Jinx)
rion Funai, Ruth Nakamoto, Bassett def. Bassett Jr. (forfeit)
softball
teams
are
asked
to
conj
Betty
Matsui
(Faicoms)
G
ters in block 16, announced Ma
Katey Imai, Lucy Matsunaga ;
Girl's League (Class B)
tact
Iseri
at
community
activi-lMay
Horiuchi
(Starlettes)
G
rian Mimaki, softball coordina
and
Bernice
Hinaga.
;
Starlettes
25, Victories 18
ties headquarters in block 16.
IFlo Nakamoto (Victories)
G
tor.

Zephyr Cagers
Lead BB Loop
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"ICELAND YARN" is of superfine quality
IQQf"

makes it most suitable for fascinators, shawls,
baby garments and all extra-fine hand knitted
wear. In all colors priced at 50c per 1 oz. ball.
"KINGS RANSOM" is the only thing we have
to offSr in Sport Yarn at the present time.
It is of Deluxe Quality, in all colors. A Sup
erior grade of 100% Virgin Wool, at 60c per
2 oz. ball.
"SAXONY" comes only in 55% Virgin Wool
and 45% Rayon in all colors. It is highly
recommended. 30c per 1 oz. ball.

$ 69,539.69
$ 45,057.39

We do not know how long our stock will last.
Order your needs at once!
Those who have sent for our FREE sample
chart are asked to be patient a little longer
as we have an over-abundance of requests. We
are trying to get them out as fast as possible.

Distributors of

Peter Pan Yarns

For Hand Knitting
623 Broadway, New York City

Slts »r „"s, s i

Clip this out and mail
PETER PAN YARNS
Distributed By WOOL TRADING CO.
623 Broadway, New York City, New York.
Please send me SAMPLE CARD No. 51 for the above
yarns "Iceland Yarn", "King's Ransom" and "Saxony"
with all other yarns shown on sample card as before:
NAME
ADDRESS
HEART MOUNTAIN, WYOMING

Clip this out and mail

n

Starlettes Cop B Cage Crown
Via 25-18 Win Over Victories

Wool Trading Co., Inc.

Cash

NELSON EQUIPMENT CO.

Volleyball Flag
At Stake Sunday

n

$51,837.85
4,511.26
2,076.57
30.69
1,424.22
6,279.86
1,432.50
1,694.80
89.44
162.50

BIRTHS
To the Seiki Chi Sugiuras, of
67,879.90
14-20-B, a boy, at 9:13 a. m.,
Saturday, May 8.
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
$137,419.59
To the Yoshiichi Hirookas, of
17-11-C, a girl, at 8:08 a. m.,
Sunday, May 9.
To the Hiroshi Kuromiyas, of
14-3-F, a boy, at 10:36 a. m.,!
Sunday, May 9.
To the Saizo Inouyes, of 14-j
FOR YOUR
14-F, a boy, at 3:15 a. m., Mon
day, May 10.
To the Mason Funabikis, of
24-18-A, a boy, at 1:16 p. m.,
Monday, May 10.
To the Kay Iidas, of 22-3-F,
a girl, at 9:05 p. m., Monday,
May 10.
To the Isamu Okimotos, of
8-7-A, a girl, at 4:23 a. mi,
Tuesday, May 11.
To the Tokuju Uyeharas, of j \
22-17-C, a boy, at 10:30 a.m.,
Wednesday, May 12.
To the Shigeru Aokis, of 21Used Trucks, Pick-ups & Tractors
14-F, a boy, at 3:42 a. m., Thurs
day, May 13.
AT O.P.A. PRICES
To the Masayoshi Iwasakis, of
1-1-B, a boy, at 12:17 p. m.,
Thursday, May 13.
To the Katashi Todas, of 214400 District Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
8-F, a boy, at 2:34 a. m., Fri
day, May 14.

Cash

Zebra Nine,
Knights Mix
In Opener

Boxing Exhibition Slated
Today; Oya, Kadota Clash
In Feature Attraction

Official Cage
All-Star Five
Announced

An Old Fashioned
PASTIME

5,702.47

22,822.51

Cash

SPORT

WITH A

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

LIABILITIES:
Accounts Payable —
Notes Payable
WRA Recreation Dept.
Suspense Account
Accrued State Sales Tax
Accrued Payroll
Accrued Clothing Allowance
Accrued Rent
Accrued Insurance
"Sentinel" Subsc. Rec. in Advance

Three Softball Loops Set

Mess Hall Fete
Set Thursday
Advisory j

Committee to Aid
Nisei Organized

SEVEN

HEART MOUNTAIN SENTINEL

pirday, May 15, 1943

The New York City
A chicken dinner will oe
Committee for Japanese Am
ericans was recently established awarded on Thursday to the five
to provide information and guid mess hall contest winners of
ance for evacuees who desire the April cleanliness contest,
to resettle in New York City,
according to Lois K. Curtice, according to Everett R. Lane,
executive secretary of the New j chief of transportation and sup
York Church Committee for ply. The five mess halls to be
Japanese Work.
feted are 6-30, 28-30, 30-27, 6The committee will assist in;
27 and 14-27.
meeting trains, securing suitable
housing, general counselling and;
hospitality. Further information j
CLASSIFIED
may be obtained by writing to
the committee at 150 Fifth Ave., WANTED—Washing machine in
$115,890.16 11th Floor, New York City.
good condition. Contact Louie
Inquiries concerning employ- j
Iriye,
17-18-E.
ment in New York should be
directed to Robert Cullum, WRA
Office, 50 Broadway, New York, WANTED—Delivery trucks and
passenger automobiles with good
GRADE SCHOOL SOFTBALL tires stored in Los Angeles areas.
Class A: Falcons 7, Trojans 6; Reasonable prices. Contact Frank
Vikings-8, Wildcats 6; Sons 26,
Wildcats 6; Class B: Falcons K. Yada at 12-19-F or mess
hall 12-27.
15, Sons 2.

934.32
258.39
4,019.61
$14,574.06

*

>

r
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Heart Mountain Residents Will 2,500 Trees, Shrubs to Be
Planted Soon Under
Vote on Cooperatives Tuesday Beautification Program

Booths to Be | Discrimination Against Nisei
Set Up In Hit by Two University Papers
Mess Halls
An election to determine
whether the residents shall
form a cooperative associ
ation for the management
of community enterprises

will be held Tuesday, May 18,
Minejiro Hayashida, chairman of
the temporary delegates com
mittee on the proposed cooper
atives, announced.
Booths which will be set up in
all 39 mess halls, will be open
from 1-8 p. m. Residents 18 years
of age and over are eligible t.o
cast ballots.
The issue will be determined
by block vote, Hayashida said.
An election committee consist
ing of six members will be se
lected by each block at its reg
ular weekly meeting Monday
night, May 17. Discussion will
also be conducted by qualified
members of the co-op delegates
committee at this time.
To prepare the residents for
the election, mimeographed in
formation sheets were distributed
to each unit this week.
Community enterprises is pre
sently operated under a trust
system.

Blast Rocks
cvenunei urnce

In conjunction with the center beautification program, the agricultural department is now preparing
to plant more than 2500 plants including many va
rieties of trees and flowering shrubs in various areas
"blind, | throughout the center, according to Shig Komatsu,

University student publications
in both Wyoming and Colorado
were quick to rush to the defense of the nisei, according to
information reaching here this
weekThe University of Wyoming
newspaper, the Branding Iron,
criticized Laramie business
houses which the editorial asserts have discriminated against
nisei students by posting "white
trade only" signs.
The editorial suggested a student boycott of all business
places which display such signs,
charging such discrimination has
no connection with safety or pa-

i

triotism, but only with
—— landscaping architect.
unreasoning hatred."
"I
A
A
TVT"
*
A
4-4J
Planting will begin as soon as
The University of Colorado's
there are enough workers to alstudent publication, the Silver
Tyy-wr- * -mm.•
i leviate the current shortage of
and Gold, said editorially:
'manpower,
Komatsu said.
"Now that the Denver Post
Center face-lifting will take
has embraced Hitler's doctrines
Desirous of acquiring NYA place mainly around the adminof race and of Aryan superiority, now that the Post has con- training for employment in war istration area, hospital, new high
verted this war from a battle industries, more than 100 nisei school and. possibly, the military
of principle. . . into a battle of residents attended a meeting police area. Present plans inpeoples, now that the Post has held Monday evening for those elude the planting of shade
trees, shrubbery and lawns.
declared war on the Japanese interested in the program.
In presenting information to Among the trees to be planted
Americans in our cities and relocation centers, it's about time ; the gathering, Harold R. Bot- are maples, poplars, walnuts,
we college students registered ; trell, director of adult education, hackbury, ash and elms. Flowerour protest against such fascist declared that those trained at ing shrubs will include honeythe NYA centers who later fill suckles and lilacs as well as
techniques in our midst. . ."
war industry positions will help other varieties,
relieve the acute manpower' Landscaping plans have been
shortage now being experienced drawn up for blocks, but Komaby the nation.
tsu said they could not be carDr. Joseph Samler, WRA vo- ried out immediately until some
Nisei instructors in descrip cational retraining program sup- means of obtaining a sufficient
The entire supply of war sav-j tive geometry, college physics, ervisor, is expected to visit water supply can be reached. At
ings stamps at the main post engineering drawing, mathe Heart Mountain during the lat- the present time, beautification
office was sold on the first day matics and possibly other sub ter part of this month. Dr. of each block is being left to the
of Thrift Week, Monday, May I jects are wanted by Doane Samler will address various residents and surplus plants and
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Charter Is Revised to Enable
Issei to Hold Elective Office

The proposed city charter was
revised to enable issei residents
to hold elective office Thurs
day, May 13, at the charter com
mission meeting, according to
Yoneo Bepp, chairman.
After approval by Guy Rob
ertson, project director,
the
charter is to be submitted to
residents for adoption.
The first article of the charter
sets forth the qualifications of
officers and voters. Residents 18
years of age and over are elig
ible to vote.
To hold elective
office, the voter must be at
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least 21 years.
!
The charter provides for leg-
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Hirabayashi Fund
Drive Nets $90

islative bodies.
The legislative
body which will be known as
The
drive
among
center
the council will be composed of churches for the Gordon Hiramembers elected by residents of bayashi Supreme Court fund
each block.
| netted a total sum of $90.46
Under the charter provisions, last Sunday.
The groups conthe council is - empowered to tributing were: Community
enact such regulations as do not Christian Church, $40.65; Cornconflict with the existing laws munity Christian Adult Church,
and regulations of the United $33.43; Maryknoll Catholic
States, Wyoming, Military Pro- Church, $10, and Seventh Day
clamation and the War Reloca- Adventist Church, $5.
Individtion Authority.
ual contributions totaled $1.39.

May 22

6, 9
1, 2
7, 8

9-30 8:45
2-27 8:00
8-30 8:45

Sign Up Teachers
For Summer School
Back from a two-week tour of
Colorado, Nebraska and Wyom
ing, Clifford D. Carter, superin
tendent of education, announced
that 2*4 elementary and high
school teachers have been ten
tatively signed up for the sum
mer and fall educational pro
gram.

Clubs to Receive
Charters of YMCA

New YMCA charters will be
presented to presidents of 10
boys' clubs at a special meeting
of the presidents' council to be
held 7:30 p.m. on Monday, May
17, at 16N, it was announced
by Mas Nishihara, supervisor of
the 18-21 years groun.
Clubs to be honored are Hus
kies, Broncos, Ensigns, Jackrabbits, Kardiac Kardinals, Royal
Rockies, Sportsmen, Zebras, At
las Juniors and Tophatters.

